A new gene, SRV, the dominant allele of which occurs in mice of strain C57BL, independently modifies the slope ("hitness") and level of sensitivity of the titration curves obtained when one subclass of B-tropic murine leukemia viruses is propagated on mouse embryo cells of nonpermissive Fv-1 genotypes. Replication of another subclass of B-tropic viruses is not modified with respect to hitness, and that of N-tropic viruses is not affected.
Susceptibility of mouse embryo cells to murine leukemia virus (MuLV) infection in vitro has been reported to be governed by a single gene, Fv-1 (1-5). MuLV that preferentially replicated on cells of Fv-lnn genotype were designated "N-tropic", whereas those that replicated better on cells of Fv-lbb genotype were designated "B-tropic". Heterozygotes were reported to be dominant for resistance. Titration patterns of N-and B-tropic MuLV demonstrated that host cell restriction is determined by two apparently independent parameters: (1) the slope of the titration curve at low multiplicity of infection ("hitness"), expressed in only two modes, either 1-hit or 2-hit; and (2) the level of sensitivity, a graded response manifested by the relative positions of the titration curves and by the relative endpoint dilution titers (6, 7) . Ntropic viruses grown on F1 hybrid (Fv-lnb) cells exhibited 2-hit kinetics and a level of sensitivity identical to that on nonpermissive homozygous cells. For B-tropic viruses the situation was strikingly different. The WN2226-B virus on (BALB/c X DBA/2)F1 hybrids (7) and radiation leukemia virus passaged in vitro (RadLV*) on (BALB/c X NIH/ Swiss)F1 hybrids (6) yielded titration curves with 2-hit kinetics but the level of sensitivity was intermediate between those of permissive and nonpermissive homozygous hosts.
The behavior of RadLV* grown on (C57BL X NIH/ Swiss)F1 hybrids was anomalous: not only was the level of sensitivity intermediate between the levels of the homozygous parental cells, but the titration curve was clearly indicative of 1-hit kinetics (6) .
The present report presents evidence that this anomalous behavior is unique to a specific subclass of B-tropic viruses and that, in addition to Fv-1, another gene, dominant only in certain strains of mice, also plays a major role in the control of cell restriction. This gene, which interacts with Fv-1, has been designated SRV because it was first discovered to modify "sensitivity to RadLV". MATERIALS (Fig. 1B) . All of the N-tropic viruses yielded 2-hit titration curves on both types of F1 hybrid cells which were almost superimposable on their titration curves on homozygous nonpermissive (FvJbb) cells (Fig. 1C) hit:19 Next, RadLV* and GLV* were assayed in parallel on (NIH X C57BL)F1 X NIH individual backcross embryo cell cultures. Four different genotypes were expected: bnMm, bnmm, nnMm, and nnmm. Since the M allele has no apparent effect on infection by GLV*, suggesting that only the Fv-1 alleles determine hitness for N-tropic viruses, a ratio of 1:2-hit kinetics of 1:1 was expected for GLV*. A 1:2-hit ratio of 1:1 would also be expected for RadLV* if the M allele is able to override the repressive effect of the homozygous Fv- Thymus cell suspensions were processed for fluorescence 7 days after the virus was injected into both lobes of the thymus.
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Inn genotype, whereas a 1:2-hit ratio of 1:3 would be expected if the M allele is recessive to the Fv-lnn genotype. Table 2 summarizes the results. A 1:2-hit ratio of 1:3 was found for RadLV*, indicating that the M allele cannot override the Fv-1nn genotype to convert 2-hit to 1-hit kinetics.
The expected 1:1 ratio was observed for GLV*. In addition, it was found (Fig. SB) that for GLV* all 1-hit curves in backcross embryos were superimposable on the 1-hit titration curve for GLV* on NIH/Swiss MEF (high level of sensitivity) and all 2-hit curves were superimposable on the 2-hit titration curve for GLV* on C57BL MEF (medium level of sensitivity). With RadLV* the observations were strikingly different; three different families of curves could be observed: (a) a low level 2-hit curve (Fig. 3A , Curve D) superimposable on the 2-hit titration curve obtained on NIH/Swiss MEF (Fig. 3A , Curve E); (b) a medium level 2-hit curve (Fig. 3A , Curve C) intermediate between the titration curves on the homozygous MEF's (Fig. 3A , Curves A and E); and (c) a medium level 1-hit curve (Fig. 3A, Curve   B ) also intermediate between. the titration curves on homozygous parent cells. These findings suggest that the Miallele not only induces a 2-hit to 1-hit conversion in the presence of the Fv-lb allele, as stated earlier, but also acts independently from the Fv-1b allele to govern the level of sensitivity. From the observed phenotypes presented in Table 2 , one can deduce the Fv-1/SRV genotypes if the assumptions of this model for the dual action of the SRV gene are correct. In Table 2 the different genotypes are listed in accordance to the phenotypic observations. Of the 38 individual backcross embryos tested, nine exhibited 2-hit kinetics with GLV* and intermediate 1-hit kinetics with RadLV* (corresponding to genotype Fv-lbn SRVMn); 10 exhibited 2-hit kinetics with both GLV and RadLV, with an intermediate level of sensitivity for RadLV (Fv-1bn SRVmm); nine exhibited 1-hit kinetics for GLV and 2-hit medium level curves for RadLV (Fv-lnn SRVMm); and 10 exhibited 1-hit kinetics with GLV*, and low level 2-hit kinetics with RadLV (FvInn SRVtmm). Thus, the ratios obtained experimentally, summarized in Table 3 , are entirely consistent with the model proposed here for the genetic control of sensitivity to RadLV-type B-tropic viruses. Since N-tropic viruses and the two subclasses of B-tropic viruses respond differently to the hitness and level of sensitivity cellular control mechanisms, specific viral attributes determined by differences in these types of viral genomes must be recognized by the cell. It may be, therefore, that it is the relative efficiency of recognition of these distinctive viral traits which differs from one type of virus-host cell interaction to another. In this context, the SRV gene might act by modifying the efficiency of the dual restriction mechanism in such a way that the host cells acquire new viral recognition capabilities. The level within the cell at which the SRV gene acts is not known. It may involve either a receptor-adsorption penetration type of control mechanism, as has been found with the avian leukosis and sarcoma viruses (19) (20) (21) or some step (transcription, translation, or assembly) following integration of the viral genome, as seems to be the case for the Fv-1 gene control system (22) (23) (24) .
It is noteworthy that the action of the SRV gene could be observed by both the IF and XC assays. This indicates that the SRV locus does not act through the induction of infectious xenotropic viruses, since such viruses apparently do not induce plaque formation. A helper type of interaction between ecotropic and xenotropic viruses, or between mixtures of ecotropic viruses, cannot be excluded.
The SRV gene effect was also observed in vivo after virus inoculation into the mouse thymus. Since earlier studies have suggested a correlation between the in mvo IF assay and the leukemogenicity of thymotropic MuLV (17) it will be of interest to evaluate the influence of the SRV gene on viral leukemia induction. It will also be desirable to study crosses between other strains of mice to ascertain whether the SRVM allele is present in some Fv-lnn strains. Such studies may clarify the relationship between SRV and other genes known to control susceptibility of mice to leukemia induction by MuLV (1).
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